Dry Erase Screens

Dual-purpose projection screen and writable marker board combination
erasable - optimal touch performance – magnetic – projection surface uniformity
The latest Dry Erase Screen features upgraded durability, surface uniformity and rigidity to ensure a superior interactive touch performance experience. The erasable surface is hotspot-free under projection, and now comes with new standard features - all Dry Erase Screens are magnetic and have a thin frame. It can be used with an ultra short throw projector as an interactive screen or as a whiteboard with dry erase markers.

**Dry Erase Screen**

Superior projection quality surface with magnetic dry erase marker board functionality.

**Dry Erase Screen Panoramic**

Three panel design to cover large walls with magnetic dry erase marker board functionality.

**Quality projection surface combined with marker board capabilities**

Often a marker board is misused as a projection surface which creates a glaring, hard to read projected image with a clear hotspot in the center. The Dry Erase Screen is a professional quality projection screen with a surface that can be written on with dry erase markers. The projection surface offers a gain of 2.5 and a viewing angle of 50 degrees which practically eliminates the ambient light glare and hotspot.

**Easy and low profile installation**

The Dry Erase Screen is designed to be wall mounted. The included wall mount features a quick connect easy install method and low profile installation. A convenient tray is included at the base of the assembly for storage of dry erase markers, erasers and interactive tools.

**Interactivity**

The Projecta Dry Erase Screen is designed to be used with (interactive) short throw projectors. The rigid projection surface makes it ideal for the use of interactive tools that can be used with a projector.